
Dividing the Waterbody Into Reaches







Example of Map in the Reach Evidence Packs
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[+] SAGIS predicts that the rural orthophosphate loading to the catchment is 30-

50% of measured at Jesmond Dene.  Livestock farming is the largest component 

of the rural loading.

Note: Measured concentrations have 

been converted into loads by 

multiplying by measured or estimated 

mean flows.





Strategic Overview Group

• Developer guidance / check list for improving water quality

• Ouseburn Surface Water Management Plan how to approach developers, influence developers’ 

Masterplan, select a few sites to start with (e.g. Callerton? – one landowner but several developers)

• Identify opportunities to remove surface water inputs to sewer 
system as part of new developments to reduce pressure on CSOs

• Prevent sediment-bound phosphate from leeching off greenfield sites

• Quantify the phosphate impacts at certain sites? Crude source apportionment assessment – to 

help with heading towards a ‘polluter pays’ principle

• Influence Planning Committee members about the importance of 
measures

• Misconnections – pipe labelling? Research if this done elsewhere?





Waste Water Group
• Re-lay Brunton Lane Sewer

• Review misconnections in Kingston Park area in last 10 years

• Increase monitoring in reach 4; Reinstate monitoring at Salter’s Close; additional monitoring points along river and tribs between 
Three Mile Bridge and Castle Farm Bridge 

• Daylighting parts of culverts in reach 4

• Install water quality logger d/s of Kingston Park outfall

• Consider a community action plan

• Tackle misconnections with end-of-pipe treatment?

• Investigate water quality to east of A1

• Golf course and race course and parkland awareness campaign

• Take Killingworth Lake and Long Benton Letch out of the catchment (flooding) – include monitoring before / after

• Calculate properties in each reach likely to be on septic tanks in each reach

• EA to inspect operation of private sewage treatment works

• Rule in or out North Walbottle and Stanfordham Rd station as a threat 

• Inspect surface water outfalls for evidence of misconnections and spot sample 

• Regular CSO meetings to include a review of NWL’s CSO data and EA’s CSO data









Agriculture and Land Mgt Group

• Detailed land use / farm system survey 
• Soil testing in upper Ouseburn – sediment, watercourse
• Walkover survey and mapping of all the tribs / field drains / manure heaps
• Farm run-off survey - disconnected down pipes, run-off from hard standing
• Engagement with farmers, golf course / race course managers & simple 

testing
• Visit farms to discuss nutrient management – Farm Scoper? 
• Monitoring water entering and leaving Gosforth Lake and West Moor trib
• Sampling in Great Park, Nun’s Moor & Duke’s Moor
• Monitor construction sites closely for phosphate
• Understand the drainage affecting rural areas after development







We are a lot more 
joined up than we were, 
working in less isolation

I strongly feel the 
project has helped to 
guide and prioritise 
issues.  It has brought 
the right people 
together to tackle these.

The approach to 
understanding the 
impacts on the 
Ouseburn has been very 
systematic

So far, this project has the 
most joined-up approach 
of any that I've been 
involved with. That is 
quite an achievement 
considering the range of 
agencies involved

…it is moving in the right 
direction but it needs to 
move faster. Issues such 
as housing development 
will affect the Ouseburn 
but we need a much 
more joined up 
response and feedback 
for prospective 
developers about what 
measures we would like 
in place








